
Worm & Cozy
 

by Karl Hanf
 

1 or more players        c. 30 minutes
 

Rules v.0.6b
 

Concept
 

Create a well-fed, versatile, and – above all – cozy worm colony!  Worm & Cozy is a medium-weight 
strategic polyomino-based roll-and-write game offering meatier puzzles than most roll-and-writes, but 
sharing their simple materials, solo playability, and streamlined rules.
 

You could use any one of the eight game sheets for each of your games; each tells a different chapter from 
the history of the worms, and has three unique ways to score.  Your score is the sum of those three rewards, 
minus one penalty, which is always based on the number of worms touching a blank space.  So fit your 
worms together cozily!
 

Over 16 “hours” (turns), use the roll of the dice cleverly to fit worms onto your board, give them body parts, 
and have those body parts act:  With an eye a worm can find food.  With a mouth it can eat it.  With a heart 
it can grow.  With a pointy tail it can team up into a Conga Line.  With a brain it can get some control of the
colony's fate by changing die rolls.  And with “collars,” two worms – who love each other very much! – can 
make short baby worms.  
 
Equipment
 
 

• 2 identical dice for organ types      • 1 different die for shapes         • 1 game sheet & pencil per player
 
How to play
 

Most chapters have 16 hours (turns): 1 AM to 8 AM, then 1 PM to 8 PM. 
 

Each hour, any one player rolls all three dice.  The shape die indicates a worm shape, and each organ die 
indicates an organ type; if you're using standard dice, the numbers 1 to 6 correspond to 6 shapes or 6 organ
types as shown on pages 2 and 3 (as well as on every game sheet).
 

Then each player may use the roll to draw on her game sheet, choosing only one of these
three options: 
 

A.Place a new worm.  Add one organ to it.  The new organ may immediately act.
B.Add one organ to a worm.  The new organ may immediately act.
C.Have each organ on one worm act.

 

(On the first turn (1 AM), your only option will be to place a new worm.) 
(The options will be described in more detail below.)
If none of these options are possible – or to your liking – then you do nothing this hour.  
 

The first worm that you place or affect this hour (that is, the worm you place with option A
or affect with option B or C) must have at least one of its spaces in a certain region of the
board, and this region depends on the hour:  This hour's region consists of several rows
or columns, labeled with the hour on an outside edge of the board (as shown at right).
Over the game, the hours' regions step clockwise around the board, once around for the
AM hours, then around again for the PM hours.
 

When you're done with an hour, cross off its “AM” or “PM” to note that it's over.
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Brains
 

After the dice are rolled, some brains on your
previously-placed worms may let you change dice. 
Changes that you make to the dice apply only to 
you, not any other players. 
 

• You may change one die for each of your 
   brains that acted last turn.
 

• You may change one die for each brain that 
   you now opt to fill in (use up) on a worm at 
   least partly in this hour's region.
 
Option A:  Place a worm
 

Draw a worm of the shape rolled.  At least one 
of its spaces must go in this hour's region.
 

Add one of the organs rolled to the worm.
 

The new organ may immediately act! 
 

(Sections below will explain how 
“To place a worm”, “To add an organ”, and 
“To have an organ act”.)
 
To place a worm
 

Draw its shape, optionally rotated and/or flipped, on empty spaces.  (Its front and rear are undefined until it 
has an eye, mouth, or tail.)  

  

 

 
Option B:  Add an organ 

 

Add one of the organs rolled, to a worm with at  
least one of its spaces in this hour's region.
 

The worm must already have either:
  –  the other organ rolled, or
  –  the shape rolled 
      (or at least, originally have had that shape).
 

The new organ may immediately act!
 

Example:  Option B
 

At 5 AM, the shape die says “L” and 
the organ dice say “brain” and 
“mouth”.
 

Bob would like to use option B to 
add an organ to this worm.
 

And he can, because the worm is in 
this hour's region, and the L that he 

rolled matches this worm's original shape.  So he could add 
either a brain or a mouth to it (the two organs rolled).
 

If he hadn't rolled an L, he would need to have rolled a heart 
and a mouth in order to add a mouth to this worm (because the 
heart would match this worm).

Example:  Option A
 

Alice has just begun her 
'rst game by rolling the 
dice.

 

The shape die says L, so 
Alice places a worm with 
that shape ()ipped and 
rotated), at least partly in 
the 1 AM columns.
 

Then she adds an eye to it, based on one of the organ dice.
 

Then the new organ may act...
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Example:  Brains
 

It's 3 AM.  Wanda can change a die, 
because this brain acted when it was added 
 last turn (at 2 AM). She decides to change  
the shape die from “6” (“Z”) to “5” (“W”).
 

Wanda wants to change an organ die too, 
and because this worm is partially in the 
current (3 AM) region, she may 'll in its  

                                 brain for the ability to change a second die.
 

The other player(s) are una0ected by Wanda's changes, and 
might each use the original roll or make changes of their own.



To add an organ
 

Draw it on a space of the worm that doesn't already have an organ.  You may now have the new organ act!
 

Eyes, mouths, and tails have orientations, and can only go on certain spaces (see below).  The front and rear 
of a worm are undefined until it has an eye, mouth, or tail.  Except for a tail, it's possible for a worm to 
eventually get “duplicates” of an organ type (for example, a worm with two mouths and three brains!).
 

 

Option C:  All organs on a worm act 

 

Choose a worm with at least one of its spaces in
this hour's region. 
 

The worm must already have:
  –  either of the organs rolled, or
  –  the shape rolled 
      (or at least, originally have had  that shape).
 

For each organ that the worm has now, you may 
have the organ act!  (in any order)
 

 

To have an organ act
 

The effect depends on the organ; see the next two pages.
 

Chain reactions can result – occasionally quite long ones, if you play well – but note:
 

Each particular organ space may not act more than once each hour!
 

Example:  Option C
 

At 7 PM, Carol would like to be able to 

have each of this worm's organs act.    

She can do this if the shape die matches 

this worm's shape V, or if either organ   

die says an organ that this worm has. 

This turn could cause lots of chain 

reactions!: 

 

–  When the mouth acts, a new organ will be added and may act.

–  When the collar acts, a baby could be placed (if that neighbor 

    worm at bottom right has a collar).  

–  When the tail acts, an organ on that neighbor worm at bottom 

    right may act, and maybe organs on other worms if that

    neighbor has a tail extending the conga line.  
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Act:
For each of my eyes, you may

add a food             in a blank 
space that my acting eye can 
see – any space in a straight line 
forward, left, or right from it, plus 
all spaces alongside the forward 
line. (Nothing blocks sight – not 
worm, food, nor rock.)
 

Each mouth at the new food – 
on any worm(s) – may now act!
(in any order)

Act:
If my acting mouth is at a food, 
you may add any 1 organ to me.
 

My added organ may now act!

Act:
Choose a Conga Line including 
me: a series of linked worms, 
each link being a tail tip 
adjacent to and pointing at any 
space of the next worm. 
 

On each of those worms except 
one, you may now have 1 organ 
act!  (but not a tail)
 

(It's okay if I'm the last worm in the 
Conga Line.  Or it's okay if the last 
worm in the Conga Line has no tail.)

Example:  Eye acting

When one eye on this worm acts, it 

may 'nd two foods, because the 

worm has two eyes. 
 

Every legal space to put a food 

is shown checked.  The one X'ed 

space is illegal, not because of the 

rock but because it's not on on a ray 

forward, left, or right, nor next to the 

forward ray.
 

It's probably best to put one of the 

foods in front of that other worm's 

mouth       , to cause that mouth to act.

Example:  Mouth acting

Mike is having a mouth on this worm 
act.  Nothing would happen if he were 
to choose the upper mouth, because 
it's not at a food.  So he has the lower 
mouth act:
 

He may add any organ to this worm, 
and the new organ will immediately 
act...

Example:  Tail acting

Tito has just added the tail to worm #3 

here.  The tail's tip doesn't touch any 

worm, but worm #3 is in a Conga Line 

with worms #1 and #2, so two of these 

three worms may have an organ act.
 

1.  First Tito plans to have worm #2's 

eye act, to place a food in front of 

worm #1's mouth.  This will cause that 

mouth to act, adding an organ, which 

will itself act...
 

2.  After that chain reaction, Tito will 

return to 'nishing the tail's action – he 

can have an organ on a second worm 

in the Conga Line act.  But he already 

chose worm #2, and worm #1's mouth 

and unpictured new organ will already 

have acted this turn... so his only 

choice will be worm #3's brain.

#3

#1

#2

 









“at”
 

A mouth is at a food if 
the mouth is adjacent to 
the food and facing it.



fun fact
A group of worms is
called a “clew”.
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Act:
1. Partner me with a worm that I 
touch, which has a collar 
anywhere on it.
 

2. For each of my collars – and 
for each of my partner's collars 
that touch my collar(s) – you may 
do either:  
   • Place a baby, of length 2 or 
      3, touching me or my partner. 
   • To each of our babies made 
      this turn, add any organ 
      (but not a collar).  
      Each added organ now acts!

Act, if unfilled        :
Next hour, you may alter a die 
to any number.
 

Special Rule, if unfilled       :
As described in “Brains”, in any 
future turn when I'm in the 
current hour's region, you may 
fill in one or more of my
                  , and for each, →

alter a die to any number. 
 

(This is so taxing on my little brain, 
though, that it won't be able to act 
any more in future!)
 

Act:
Grow me from my head or tailless 
rear (not both):  Draw a wormy-
shaped extension through a 
series of orthogonally adjacent 
blank spaces.
 

The extention's size may be up to
( my # ♥ 
              + size of my one largest 
                  previous extension ).
 

Thus my head could grow far from my 
eyes and mouths.  (...And so you could 
then add a new eye or mouth on one of 
the first two spaces of my new head...)

fun fact
Worms are hermaphrodites.
The “collar” – correctly called
the clitellum – secretes a
cocoon for the eggs.

Example #1:  Collar acting

 

 

Carol just 'nished having the left worm's collar act.  It partnered with 
the middle worm, then placed that one baby.
 

Example #2:  Collar acting

Chao has just 'nished having a collar on the lower worm act.  He got 
to do three things – two because the acting worm has two collars, 
plus one for its partner's collar touching one of the its collars.
 

He placed one baby, then another, and thirdly decided to place an 
organ on each of the babies: a brain on one and a tail on the other!  
Now each new organ will act ... The tail will actually let the partner 
parent's collar act, maybe placing 2 more babies...  (No organ may act 
more than once per turn, but that collar hasn't acted this turn!)

Example:  Heart acting

When Hugo added this worm's 'rst heart, it acted:  
The worm grew its front by 1. 
 

Then, when Hugo added its second heart, it acted: 
The worm grew its front by up to 3  
(= 2 hearts + 1 size of 'rst extension) . 
 

It's okay that the old eye is no longer near the 
worm's new front.  If another eye were added now, 
it could go on either of the 2 spaces currently at 
the worm's front.
 

Later, if one of its hearts were to act, the worm 
could add an extension up to size 5!  (= 2 hearts + 
3 size of its one largest previous extension)



Game end
 

The game ends after the final hour.
 

Each player scores based on the three 
rewards and one penalty printed on the 
game sheet.  Each reward defines a number
that it's based on.  For each, count up its
number based on your board, then circle
symbols in the reward's row, from the 
leftmost symbol to the symbol(s) marked with
the number you counted.  Do likewise for the
penalty, which always says it's based on “the
number of worms touching blank space(s)”.
 

Your total score is the number of stars you
circle, minus the number of X's you circle.  
The player with the highest score wins!  
In a solo game, you can judge your score by
the rubric titled “How Did You Do?”.
 

Clarifications about circling scoring symbols:
• Each star scores +1.
• Rewards in some Chapters use a circle symbol

 which scores 0.  Here's an example in 
which you won't start scoring points until the
number gets up to 4:

• Rewards in some Chapters use groups of 2 or
more stars marked with the same number.  In
that example, if your number is 10, you circle 
all 8 stars, for 8 points.

• Similarly, the XX pairs mean that each worm
touching blank spaces scores -2.

• You can't circle symbols that ain't there!  For
example, if you have more than 9 worms
touching 
blank spaces (ouch!), you'll “only” lose 18 points for the 18 X's. 

 

A clarification of terminology for some rewards:
• The term “touch” always means orthogonally adjacent spaces – that
is, spaces sharing an edge – not diagonal.

It's normal to get a negative score for your first few games,
but don't give up – your strategies will improve, and it'll be 
all the sweeter when you achieve a positive score!
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How Did You Do?
 

< 0       :  Lowly
 1       :  You're wriggling...

4       :  Totally tubular

7      :  Paydirt!

 10      :  Exsoilent!
�  13       :  ComPoster child!

Example:  Scored game
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